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Introduction
Most leadership development programs and leadership strategies are
designed to hone the cognitive and behavioral skills of leaders. The implicit
assumption is that this will ultimately translate into high performance. Blue
ocean leadership, in contrast, taps into the field of strategy by focusing on
actions tied to market realities to rapidly bring about a step change in
leadership strength. It’s distinct from traditional leadership development
approaches in several overarching ways.

The Theory of Blue Ocean Leadership
The insight for blue ocean leadership, created by W. Chan Kim and Renée
Mauborgne, is that leadership, in essence, can be thought of as a service
that people in an organization either ‘buy’ or ‘don’t buy’.
Kim and Mauborgne observe that every leader has customers: bosses to
whom the leader must deliver performance and followers who need the
leader’s guidance and support to achieve.
When people value your leadership practices, they in effect buy your
leadership and are inspired to excel and act with commitment. But when
employees don’t buy your leadership, they disengage, becoming
noncustomers of your leadership.
Once we started thinking about leadership in this way, we saw that the
concepts and frameworks we were developing to create new demand in

the field of strategy could be adapted to help leaders convert
disengaged employees into engaged ones.
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From Blue Ocean Strategy
to Blue Ocean Leadership
The same way that blue ocean strategy can create uncontested
market space, blue ocean leadership can unleash oceans of
untapped talent and employee potential in organizations.
W. Chan Kim & Renée Mauborgne

Reflect for a moment on how effective leadership is in your organization. Is
there a gulf between the potential and the realized talent and energy of
your people at work? If yes, how big do you imagine the gulf is – 10 percent,
20 percent, 40 percent or more of talent and energy that’s left unrealized?
How much better would your organization likely perform in terms of
productivity, creativity, customer service, and employee happiness if you
could close the gap? The numbers are larger than most executives surmise.
Take Gallup’s 2013 State of the Global Workplace report. It found that only
30 percent of American employees, 15 percent of German employees, 9
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percent of French employees, 6 percent of Chinese employees, 11 percent
of Korean employees, and 9 percent of India’s employees were engaged at
work, actively sharing their best ideas and giving their all for high
performance. The remaining far larger percent of employees were either
disengaged – that is, merely doing what it takes to get by, or actively
disengaged, acting out their discontent in counterproductive ways. The

table below shows just how large The Ocean of Untapped Talent and
Energy is across the globe. Gallup estimates that in the United States alone,
the cost of actively disengaged employees is around half a trillion dollars
per year in lost productivity.

Of course, no leader intentionally leaves untapped talent and energy on the
table. And employees are also partly responsible for their disengagement.
We all know of people who are passionate and give their all pretty much
irrespective of the circumstances they confront.
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That said, if the role of leaders is to drive high performance, then
understanding how to turn this situation around is key.
We believe that this ocean of unrealized talent and energy can be
effectively released through an approach to leadership that we have come
to call 'blue ocean leadership'. Unlike most research in the field of
leadership that has largely drawn on psychology and cognitive science, blue
ocean leadership looks to the field of strategy to inform the practice of
leadership. Specifically, it draws on our over twenty-five-year research
journey on blue ocean strategy, and applies the concept and analytic
frameworks to the challenge of leadership not only to unlock new market
space and an ocean of new demand, but to unlock new leadership space
and the ocean of unrealized talent and energy that is hidden in most
organizations. The metaphor of a blue ocean here reflects the wider,
deeper, and untapped potential of employees that organizations can set
free with the right leadership.

The Link Between Blue Ocean Strategy and Blue
Ocean Leadership
It goes without saying that strategy and leadership are inextricably linked.
And yet despite the central importance of leadership and people to strategy
as well as to organizations’ health and high performance, throughout our
over twenty-five-years of research on blue ocean strategy, we observed
time and again organizations struggling in this regard.
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We witnessed organizations expending large sums on leadership
development programs that scarcely moved the needle on leadership
strength. And consistent with the Gallup study, we also saw disengaged
employees up and down the ranks; employees who showed up for work and
did what it takes to get by, but who were neither energized nor went the
extra mile to apply their ingenuity and creativity. And yet ingenuity,
creativity, and energy are among the most essential ingredients to
organizations’ health, wellbeing, and high performance today and in the
future.
As our research on blue ocean strategy deepened and executives came to
us to apply the idea in practice, executives often voiced these concerns to
us. Many noted that while their organizations were stuck in red oceans and
needed to break out, without a step change in leadership strength their
organizations would not be able to execute a blue ocean strategic move
even if they created it. The issue was they couldn’t tap into the energy and
creativity of their employees that would be needed to move fast and adapt
to a strategic shift. At the same time, leaders had a shortage of time to up
their game.
As we started to think about their challenge, we started to see many
analogies between blue ocean strategy and the leadership challenge that
organizations confront.
Isn’t leadership, after all, a service that people in an organization either
‘buy’ or ‘don’t buy’?
Doesn’t every leader in that sense have customers – those above and
those below them?
As in blue ocean strategy, which pursues high value at low cost to create
and capture new customers and markets, isn’t the challenge of
leadership to create high impact at low cost to unlock employees’ talent
and energy?
And if employees were disengaged, weren’t they in effect noncustomers
of leaders? These noncustomers of leaders represent an ocean of
untapped talent and energy that companies can unlock much as blue
ocean strategy allows companies to unlock an ocean of new demand in
the market universe.
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Once we began thinking through this challenge, we started to see with
increasing clarity how the concept and tools of blue ocean strategy could
be laterally applied to the challenge of leadership. Over the last ten years
we and our Blue Ocean Strategy Network expert Gavin Fraser have
interviewed hundreds of people in organizations to understand where
leadership was falling short and how it could be transformed to not only
convert noncustomers of leadership into customers, but achieve this while
conserving leaders’ most precious resource, time. In this sense, blue ocean
leadership is the product of the constructive interaction between the theory
of blue ocean strategy and the leadership reality that organizations
confront.
With this understanding of the link between blue ocean strategy and blue
ocean leadership, we define blue ocean leadership as creating a leap in
leadership strength fast and at low cost to release organizations’ ocean of
unrealised talent and energy. By low cost here we refer to time, as time is
the most expensive and limited resource of leaders.
In this five-part series, we will first explore how blue ocean leadership differs
from conventional leadership approaches. We will then explore each of the
four steps to put blue ocean leadership into practice and the leap in
performance and motivation that comes with it. Our extensive experiments
in the field show that this approach to leadership allows organizations to
achieve high-impact results fast and at low cost.

This article was originally published as a blog on INSEAD Knowledge.
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The Four Pillars of Blue
Ocean Leadership
To unleash employees’ untapped talent and energy, leaders
need a strong repertoire of actions, not just better awareness
and empathy.
W. Chan Kim & Renée Mauborgne

Most leadership programs are generally designed to hone the cognitive and
behavioral skills of leaders with the implicit assumption that this would
ultimately translate into high performance. Leaders are accordingly called
on to develop traits like self-awareness, self-regulation, and empathy, for
example, all of which require deep self-reflection and introspection to
assimilate into a person’s being. While cultivating such values are
important, when we asked people to look back on these programs, most
reported not seeing a marked change in leadership caliber. As one
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executive put it, “Without years of dedicated efforts, how can you transform
a person’s character or behavioural traits? And can you really measure and
assess if leaders are embracing and internalising these personal traits and
styles? In theory yes, but in reality it’s hard at best.” In the end, millions of
dollars were often spent, excitement was initially generated, but real
leadership change did not set in.

Pillar One: Focus on acts and activities
Blue ocean leadership, in contrast, is action-based, just as strategy is. It
focuses on what acts and activities leaders need to do to provide a leap in
motivation and business results driven by people, not on who they need to
be. It’s the difference between being asked to be motivating versus being
asked to provide those you lead with real-time feedback and best practice
lessons that internally motivate and guide those you lead to up their game
while feeling valued. The summation of these acts and activities is the
leadership equivalent of a company’s strategic profile only here the aim is
the development of a compelling leadership profile grounded in actions
that are easy to observe, measure, and are directly linked to performance.
This difference in emphasis has an important consequence for the time and
resources needed to bring about a change for high performance. It is
markedly easier to change a person’s acts and activities, than their values,
qualities, or behaviours.
Of course, changing a leader’s activities is not a complete solution, and
having the right values, behaviours, and qualities is important. But changing
acts and activities is something that any individual can do, given the right
feedback and guidance.

Pillar Two: Connect leadership to market realities by
engaging people who confront them
We observed that the leadership approaches employed by organizations
are often generic and detached from what firms stand for in the eyes of
customers and the market results employees are expected to achieve. At
one insurance company, for example, call center personnel were tasked
with fulfilling customer claims rapidly, while their frontline leaders
maintained a hands-off approach to getting the claims department to cut
checks rapidly. Call center personnel rightly felt set up to fail, hugely
demotivated, and let down by their leaders.
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Blue ocean leadership, in contrast, focuses on what makes effective
leaders, not in a vacuum but in light of the market realities their
organizations confront and their direct reports must deliver on. Blue ocean
leadership does not subscribe to a generic approach of common leadership
acts and activities much as strategy does not subscribe to the same
strategic profile across organizations. Instead people who face market
realities are asked for their direct input regarding what acts and activities
their leaders do that hold them back and what they need from their leaders
but aren’t currently receiving to be their best and effectively serve
customers and key stakeholders. When people are asked to help define the
leadership acts and activities that will make them thrive and are connected
to the market realities against which they need to perform, people get the
type of leadership they and their organization need and are highly
motivated to share their energy and perform to the best of their abilities. As
one employee put it, “I am under constant pressure to produce market
results. I need the decisions and actions of my boss to support me to
succeed in achieving market results. Currently there is a disconnect here.”
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Pillar Three: Distribute leadership across different
management levels
While the market realities that organizations face today demand that there
should be leaders at every level, the majority of leadership programs we
observed still remained largely focused on the top. But the key to a
successful organization is having empowered leaders at every level. It’s an
illusion to expect or rely on top management on its own to deliver high
performance especially as outstanding service all too often comes down to
the motivation and actions of frontline leaders who are often in closest
contact with the market. Executives need to push responsibility down in the
organization so that people on the frontline can deliver world-class service.
Organizations need to develop effective leaders deep in their organization
by distributing leadership across different management levels, but that was
often not the case.

Blue ocean leadership addresses this need by focusing on distributed
leadership, not top leadership. By distributed leadership we refer to
leadership distributed at the senior, middle, and frontline levels. Blue ocean
leadership sees leadership as needed at all three levels to unlock the ocean
of unemployed talent and energy that stretches deep into organizations. It
also understands that these three levels are different enough from one
another. Each requires a different leadership profile to be effective since
each has a different positional power, task environment as well as focus on
and interaction with the external environment. The factors that define good
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leadership are derived by the acts and activities leaders need to take at
each level to create a leap in value for both employees and customers. In
this way, blue ocean leadership, like blue ocean strategy, is about creating a
nonzero-sum, win-win outcome. As we’ve heard repeatedly, “Almost
everyone leads someone, not just the top. But when it comes to leadership,
we focus on the top. The truth is 90% of our people don’t even have contact
with them so how is their greatness supposed to transform our
organization? We need effective leaders at every level.”

Pillar Four: Pursue high impact leadership acts and
activities at low cost
Leadership practices are all too often seen and treated as something added
on to people’s regular work. But with secretaries and administrative staff in
most organizations already cut back to the bare minimum and the market
reality intense, most leaders’ plates are already full. Finding the time to do
one’s regular job is tough enough, let alone attempting to up one’s game.
So a step-change in leadership strength rarely occurs. Time is just not
enough.
Blue ocean leadership recognises this. It breaks the trade-off between
impact and cost by focusing as much on what acts and activities leaders
need to eliminate and reduce in what they do as on what they need to raise
and create to unlock the ocean of unemployed talent and energy to drive
high performance. In the context of leadership, high impact refers to
achieving high motivation and engagement of people to drive business
results while low cost refers to a lower investment of time by leaders, which
is their most expensive and limited resource.
Our research has found that many of the acts and activities that take up
leaders’ time actually work against them being effective and can even be
resented by those below them, not appreciated by those above them, and
are an energy sapper for the leaders themselves. By expressly eliminating
and reducing these acts and activities, leaders’ time is freed to focus on new
acts and activities that make a real impact on leading and producing
business results driven by people. Without freeing up leaders’ time in this
way, it is often no more than wishful thinking that leaders will have the time
to up their game.
To put blue ocean leadership in action, we adapt the analytic tools and
frameworks of blue ocean strategy to the leadership context. The result is
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the Leadership Canvas, the Leadership Profile and the Blue Ocean
Leadership Grid all of which are grounded in acts and activities, easy to
understand and communicate, and that engage more people in an
organization. The tools and methodology point is very important. Without
that it is very hard for research to do more than inform but practically
address the challenges of leadership development for high performance.
The coming articles explore how to apply these tools and frameworks to put
blue ocean leadership into practice.

This article was originally published as a blog on INSEAD Knowledge.
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How to See Your Current
Leadership Reality
Without a common understanding of where leadership stands
today and is falling short, a forceful case for change cannot be
made.
W. Chan Kim & Renée Mauborgne

Do you know how people currently experience leadership in your
organization? Is your organization on the path to creating a step change in
leadership strength fast and at low cost, the focus of blue ocean
leadership? Or do your leaders engage in acts and activities that hinder
employees’ performance and motivation? Here’s how to find out. It’s the
first step of the blue ocean leadership process. In the earlier chapters, we
explained how the concept of blue ocean strategy can be applied to the
challenge of leadership and explored the four key pillars of blue ocean
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leadership that set it apart from conventional leadership development
approaches. In this post, we shift gears and zoom in on how to put blue
ocean leadership into practice by diving into the first step of the four-step
blue ocean leadership process, namely, “See Your Leadership Reality.”
A common mistake organizations make is to discuss changes in leadership
before resolving differences of opinion over what leaders are actually doing.
Without a common understanding of where leadership stands today and is
falling short, a forceful case for change cannot be made. Achieving this
common understanding is the objective of the first step.

Begin by drawing the current or As-Is Leadership
Canvas
To obtain a common understanding, we’ve found that asking managers to
draw what we call the Leadership Canvas is highly effective. The Leadership
Canvas is an analytic visual that shows the acts and activities leaders
currently undertake and invest their time and intelligence in as perceived by
each leadership level’s customers. An organization should therefore begin
by drawing the As-Is Leadership Canvas for each level of leadership. For
small organizations, that often means drawing only one Leadership Canvas.
However, for larger organizations as we will discuss here, this typically
means drawing three Leadership Canvases; one for frontline, middle, and
senior managers.
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Have senior managers spearhead the process
To get started, a team of 12 to 15 senior people is typically selected to
spearhead the process. For smaller organizations, the team can be as small
as three senior people. Irrespective, the people chosen should ideally cut
across functions and be recognized as good leaders in the company. For
large organizations, the team is then broken into three smaller teams, each
focused on one of the three leadership levels. Each person on the team is
charged with interviewing people in one’s assigned level. The objective here
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is to identify the key acts and activities – both good and bad - that actually
absorb managers’ time so the As-Is Leadership Canvas can be drawn. This
uncovers how people experience current leadership.
While there is usually a variety of views on the current leadership, only the
acts and activities that capture what most of the organization is saying
most of the time for that level gets qualified as a leadership factor. This is
to keep the team focused on the common actions that capture the majority
of leaders’ time at each level to avoid leadership profiles becoming
everything and nothing.

Understand the good and the bad of how people
currently experience leadership
The beauty of this step is that it begins to create a company-wide
conversation on what actions actually absorb leaders’ time at each level
and if these make sense given what needs to get accomplished. In this way
at the same time that engagement is raised, leadership begins to be
directly anchored in the organization’s specific market reality and
performance goals. If employees’ comments are vague about what actions
absorb leaders’ time, they are probed until an appropriate level of
specificity is realized so that leadership actions are put in clear terms.

It is also not uncommon to find that leaders are under-investing in 20
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percent to 40 percent of the acts and activities that interviewees cited as
important at their level.

Stay focused on leaders’ key acts and activities
Teams are given between four to six weeks to complete the interviews.
Once all the interviews have been completed, team members come
together to pool the results of their interviews and group similar action
statements to determine, based on frequency of citation, the dominant acts
and activities people experience by leaders at each level. To reinforce the
focus on key acts and activities, a cap of 10-15 leadership acts and
activities per level is imposed, making this task both challenging and lively.

See your leadership reality
The result is almost always an eye-opening wake-up call. The As-Is
Leadership Canvases of BRG (below) depicts how the leadership profiles of
each management level of a British retail company that we’ll call British
Retail Group (BRG) are drawn. As shown in the canvas, senior managers’
time was largely absorbed doing what were essentially middle management
actions. Middle managers’ time was principally seen as being absorbed in
upholding processes either outdated or not and blocking front-line leaders’
ability to expeditiously serve customers by enforcing red tape. Finally, frontline leaders’ time was absorbed figuring out how to please middle
managers and deferring customer queries to them though the queries all
too often came back unsatisfactorily answered.
But the biggest 'ah-ha' for the teams was that if all of this were true, it
meant that there was scarcely any time for senior managers to do the real
job of top management -- thinking, probing, and identifying the next
challenges on the horizon and gearing the organization up to capitalize on
them. No wonder the company was repeatedly called on to put out fires.
Without much exaggeration, the taglines for the three Leadership Profiles
could have easily been ‘Please the Boss’ for front-line leaders, ‘Control and
Play Safe’ for middle management and ‘Focus on the Day to Day’ for senior
management. In three simple pictures, the leadership canvases captured
the primary reasons for the organization’s ocean of unrealized talent and
energy, which was constraining leaders’ ability to drive high performance.

A strong case for change is revealed
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Faced with direct evidence of the shortcomings of leader acts and activities
that they heard firsthand and repeatedly, the BRG teams could not defend
the current Leadership Profiles. Drawing the As-Is Leadership Canvases
made a strong case of the need for change at each of the three levels and
it was clear that people throughout the organization felt the same. At this
point the teams are usually chomping at the bit to explore what effective
Leadership Profiles would look like at each level and to gain agreement on
them.
That is the focus of the second and third steps of blue ocean leadership and
the subject of our next article.

This article was originally published as a blog on INSEAD Knowledge.
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How to Develop and Select
Your New Leadership
Profiles
The Blue Ocean Leadership Grid can be used to identify what
leadership acts and activities should be eliminated, reduced,
raised, and created in pursuit of high impact at low cost.
W. Chan Kim & Renée Mauborgne

With the As-Is Leadership Canvases drawn (outlined in the previous article)
and a shared understanding built of the current leadership reality,
organizations are now both ready and hungry to move to the second and
third steps of the blue ocean leadership process. In the second step,
alternative Leadership Profiles are developed that would allow for a step
change in leadership strength that would release the unrealized talent and
energy of employees. In the third step the new or To-Be Leadership Profiles
are selected at the ‘Leadership Fair.’ Here’s how the two steps work and
complement one another.
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Identify hotspots and coldspots
To get started, teams are given two objectives. One is to pinpoint which of
the identified key leadership acts and activities people viewed as coldspots
– actions that absorb leaders’ time but add scant or negative value – and
hotspots - actions that have a high positive impact on releasing employee
energy and talents but currently are under-invested in by leaders or not
undertaken at all. To get people to think broadly about what actions would
define an effective leader, when it comes to hotspots the team probes
interviewees to think beyond the bounds of the company’s leadership to the
effective acts and activities of leaders outside the organization that could
have a strong positive impact at their company. Most of us have
encountered people in our lives who have exerted a disproportionate
influence on us. It could be a schoolteacher, a sports coach, a scoutmaster,
a music teacher, a grandparent or a former boss. Whatever the alternative
is, it is important to understand what specific acts and activities they
undertook that the interviewee believed would add real value to them if
their leader undertook the same action.

Apply the Blue Ocean Leadership Grid to identify what
leadership acts and activities should be eliminated,
reduced, raised, and created in pursuit of high impact
at low cost
To accomplish the above two objectives, the complementary analytic tool,
the Blue Ocean Leadership (BOL) Grid, is introduced into the process. At this
step, the interview results on coldspots and hotspots are factored into the
Grid for a given leadership level. For instance, the coldspot actions that
leaders invested time in that people overwhelmingly viewed as irritating or
demotivating or unproductive get sorted into the eliminate or reduce
quadrant depending on their severity. The teams were reminded that
central to blue ocean leadership is eliminating and reducing these low value
or no value leader acts and activities. This is fundamental in creating the
time and space in which leaders can attempt to up their game, hence
producing a simultaneous win for the leaders (lower stress and more time to
lead), employees, and customers. Without this, a step change in leadership
strength will remain largely wishful thinking given leaders’ already full
plates.
As the teams sort the coldspot actions into the eliminate and reduce
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quadrants, positive energy grows in the teams because they can see
immediately how this could have a step change in the organization’s
performance and make people happier right away. Clearing leaders’
agendas through eliminating and reducing is a powerful consequence of
adopting blue ocean thinking to Leadership Profiles. In addition, the teams
need to be mindful that to go beyond just attending to today’s leadership
issues and to transform the performance of their organization, the To-Be
Leadership Canvases should include the leadership factors people thought
were hotspots that were drawn from the acts and activities of leaders
outside the company or at levels other than their own.

Develop alternative To-Be Leadership Profiles
With this input and the completed BOL Grids, the three teams are then
charged with creating from two to four Leadership Canvases for a given
leadership level with each depicting a leadership profile that they believe
would be far better able to drive a large increase in organization
performance and unlock new leadership space. By demanding two to four
Leadership Canvases per level, team members are forced to think deeply
about leadership and are able to present alternate variations of Leadership
Profiles that respond to dominant points made by buyers and users of
leadership in the company. The teams usually take two to three weeks of
drawing and redrawing their leadership canvases. Again for small
organizations, they may only have one level of leadership and hence may
only need to develop alternative leadership profiles for that level.
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The Blue Ocean Leadership Grid

Blue ocean leadership, in contrast, is action-based just as strategy is. It
focuses on what acts and activities leaders need to do to provide a leap in
motivation and business results driven by people, not on who they need to
be. It’s the difference between being asked to be motivating versus being
asked to provide those you lead with real-time feedback and best practice
lessons that internally motivate and guide those you lead to up their game
while feeling valued. The summation of these acts and activities is the
leadership equivalent of a company’s strategic profile only here the aim is
the development of a compelling leadership profile grounded in actions
that are easy to observe, measure, and are directly linked to performance.
This difference in emphasis has an important consequence for the time and
resources needed to bring about a change for high performance. It is
markedly easier to change a person’s acts and activities, than their values,
qualities, or behaviors. Of course, changing a leader’s activities is not a
complete solution, and having the right values, behaviors, and qualities is
important. But changing acts and activities is something that any individual
can do, given the right feedback and guidance
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Move on to step three
After the alternative To-Be Leadership Canvases are developed,
organizations are ready to move on to step three of the process. Here the
teams present their Leadership Canvases at what we call the ‘Leadership
Fair.’ Besides senior management, attendees to the fair include a
representative slice of board members, along with middle and front-line
leaders as well. The fair starts with the overall team describing the process
they went through and the As-Is Leadership Canvases that became
apparent for the three levels in the first step of the process. In these three
simple pictures, the team establishes why change is necessary, confirms
that people’s comments at all levels were listened to and registered and
hence they were valued, and sets the context against which the To-Be
Leadership Profiles can be understood and appreciated. While, as in the
case of BRG explained in the previous chapter, the As-Is Leadership
Canvases often present a sobering reality, because the As-Is Leadership
Profiles reflect the dominant acts and activities of all leaders at a level, not
of particular leaders, not only does defensiveness go down as openness
goes up, but a kind of we’re-all-in-this-together spirit of collective
responsibility for change is born

Present the To-Be Leadership Profiles
Having set the stage, the teams then move on to present the To-Be
Leadership Profiles to unlock new leadership space and a step change in
leadership performance. Typically, the team that focused on frontline
leaders presents their corresponding Leadership Canvases first. The
pictures are hung on the walls so the audience can easily see them. After
the To-Be Leadership Profiles are presented, the invited attendees are each
given three post-it notes and told to put one next to their favourites or up to
all three on a single canvas if they found it that compelling. After everyone
has voted, the senior team probes attendees on why they voted as they did.
Once completed the same process is then repeated for the two other
leadership levels. It is useful to deal with each leadership level separately in
terms of presentation and voting for the practicality of memory recall.

Have top management select the To-Be Leadership
Profiles to move forward on
The eventual outcome after about four hours of the Leadership Fair is that
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the senior team has before them a clear picture of the current Leadership
Profiles of each level, the completed BOL Grids of what leadership acts and
activities buyers and users of leadership at each level believe should be
eliminated, reduced, raised and created, and a selection of To-Be
Leadership Profiles to create a step change in leadership performance.
Armed with this information and the votes and comments of attendees, top
management is charged with both reaching a decision on which To-Be
Leadership Profile at each level the organization will move forward on and
explaining why they reached this decision to demonstrate the credibility of
their selection. Another major reason why implementation is already being
sown here is that the whole meeting is all part of an overall fair process
approach where the decision taken on the Leadership Profiles going
forward is the result of exposition, voting, feedback, and executive selection
and explanation of their eventual choices. At BRG, voting was done by 125
plus people.
In the case of BRG, the three To-Be Leadership Profiles selected felt like a
breath of fresh air to almost everyone at the fair. As shown in the The To-Be
Leadership Canvases of BRG (below), the tagline for front-line leaders’ to-be
Leadership Profile was refreshingly “Cut through the cr*p” which was later
gentrified to “Cut through to serve customers.” Here front-line leaders were
at last freed from deferring the vast majority of customer queries to middle
management and worrying about how to please middle managers by
investing their time in satisfying processes and reporting requests. Their
actions and time were now freed and redirected to training call center
personnel on how to effectively deliver on company promises on the spot,
resolve customer problems, make fast and effective decisions for customers
in distress, and make meaningful cross-sales – leadership actions that
excited call center personnel, were sure to excite customers, and would
directly drive the company’s bottom line.
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In terms of middle management’s to-be leadership profile, it was given the
tagline “Liberate, coach and empower.” Here middle management’s time
and attention were to essentially shift from controlling to supporting. This
included eliminating a range of organizational blockages and low value
added reporting processes that kept frontline leaders at their desks instead
of being on the floor coaching call center people on everything that
mattered to customer happiness and business success. Previously, the
middle was perceived as looking for errors in what the frontline did and
silencing or squelching any frontline manager attempting to do anything
other than follow the book. Now that was changed. The To-Be Leadership
Profile also included new actions like bringing frontline leaders together to
share best practices and learn so they could be more effective. Their job
was now understood to manage and integrate the collective knowledge of
frontline leaders and their staff to solve important organizational problems.
Instead of controlling, and forcing compliance to rulebooks and processes,
they were to provide face-to-face coaching and ongoing feedback. To
reinforce this, middle management was given responsibility for
performance, not control, of frontline leaders.
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The tagline for the To-Be Leadership Profile of senior management was
“Delegate and chart the company’s future.” With the leadership actions of
frontline and middle managers reset, the To-Be Leadership Profile now
allowed senior management to clear a significant portion of its agenda of
everyday issues to think about the big picture and all the changes in the
industry and what this meant to the firm’s strategy and the organizational
capabilities it needed to develop to position the firm for continued success.
The fast-paced, changing business landscape made careful strategic
thinking more important as the past was no longer a linear projection to the
future. It also required less time on solving problems and putting out fires
and more time to think about which problems to solve, map strategies,
develop consensus on major strategic shifts, and develop talent, which is
what the to-be leadership profile provided for.
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The board members that attended the Leadership Fair felt strongly that the
To-Be Leadership Profiles were in agreement with the interests of
customers and would best serve shareholders’ profit and growth objectives
as well. The frontline leaders were enthused and ready to charge, and
almost felt like they were given a new lease on life. Middle managers
shifted from micromanaging, which is a common tendency for that level, to
continuously renewing the core functioning of the organization. Senior
management went from feeling towed under the ocean by all the middle
management affairs they had to coordinate and attend to, to feeling like
they could finally get their heads above water and could see the beauty of
the ocean they had to chart.
After the Fair is over, the organization is ready to move into the last step of
the blue ocean leadership process. This last step, 'Institutionalize Your New
Leadership Profiles,' is the subject of the last article in this series.

This article was originally published as a blog on INSEAD Knowledge.
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How To Institutionalize
Your New Blue Ocean
Leadership Practices
After identifying what leadership acts and activities should be
eliminated, reduced, raised and created to achieve a step
change in leadership strength in your organization, it’s time to
institutionalize your new leadership profiles.
W. Chan Kim & Renée Mauborgne

With the new or To-Be Leadership Profiles selected for each of the three
management levels, organizations are now ready to move to the fourth and
final step of the blue ocean leadership process. Here organizations focus on
institutionalizing their new Leadership Profiles. To get started, the senior
team spearheading the process should begin by validating the selected
Leadership Profiles by conducting interviews with ideally all the same
people that have been interviewed through the process. This is important as
it ensures the decided-on Leadership Profiles resonate strongly in the
organization, reinforces senior managers’ respect for the views of
employees at every level, and strengthens the buy-in that has already been
planted throughout the process. While organizations may be tempted to
‘get on with it’ and skip or short circuit the validation interviews, we would
strongly caution against it. This exercise in fair process lends huge weight to
overcoming residual cognitive, motivational, and political hurdles that often
block the implementation of change.

Broadly share and explain the collectively agreed ToBe Leadership Profiles
Once the To-Be Leadership Profiles have been validated, the senior team
spearheading the process should communicate them broadly to leaders at
each level so they can be easily understood and acted on with speed and
clarity. Here organizations distribute the new Leadership Profiles to the
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leaders at each level so that every leader has a clear view of what acts and
activities they have to focus on in the future. The senior managers who
participated in developing the Leadership Profiles then hold meetings with
the leaders at each level to walk them through their Leadership Canvas,
explaining what needs to be eliminated, reduced, raised and created to
achieve the new Leadership Profile. As leaders throughout the organization
have been briefed on the key findings at each step of the process and their
input has been sought, this step effectively reinforces the buy-in that has
already been cultivated and built in the organization for the new Leadership
Profiles through their participation in the process.

Hold leaders accountable for change
These leaders are then to pass the message on to their direct reports and
explain to them how the new Leadership Profile will allow them to be more
effective leaders for them, their direct reports. To ensure that leaders make
a habit of acting on the new Leadership Profiles, the To-Be Leadership
Canvases are pinned up and put in prime display in both the offices of
leaders and their direct reports. In regular bi-weekly or monthly meetings
with staff, direct reports as a group are required to both give their feedback
on how effectively their leader has shifted their actions to reflect the To-Be
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Leadership Profile and to explain the specific instances that led them to
conclude that the leader was moving towards, or not moving towards, the
new profile. Have they eliminated, reduced, raised, and created the acts and
activities that would propel them to be high impact leaders? These
meetings build strong motivation in leaders to get ‘a move on with it’, keep
leaders truthful, and build enormous integrity in the process and in leaders’
sincerity to change. Though a bit unnerving at first – both for the direct
reports to potentially call leaders out and keep them honest and for leaders
themselves who come under open scrutiny – it doesn’t take long before the
real meaning of being a team starts to emerge and for good old fun and
mutual respect to blossom as everyone sees their game improve as the new
Leadership Profile becomes the norm.

Achieve a leap in leadership strength and
performance
Through the above process, BRG was able to build deep leadership strength
that achieved high impact at lower cost. The turnover of the company’s
10,000 plus frontline employees, for instance, dropped from about 40
percent to 11 percent, which in turn reduced both recruitment and training
costs by some 50 percent. Including reduced absenteeism, BRG collectively
saved more than US$50 million in the first year. On top of that, customer
satisfaction scores climbed by over 30 percent and leaders at all levels
reported feeling less stressed, energized by their ability to act, and more
confident that what they do allows them to make a greater contribution to
the company, customers and to their own personal development.
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We believe the success of the blue ocean approach to transforming leaders
is due in part to the fair process way in which the profiles were developed
and the win-win outcome in the Leadership Profiles. The blue ocean
approach is neither about selling the Leadership Profiles in a top-down
manner nor about creating buy-in based on a bottom-up democracy driven
by employees. Blue ocean leadership follows a systematic process built on
analytical tools that is driven by respected senior managers according to
the three principles of fair process—engagement, explanation, and
expectation arity. It is about building collective wisdom on transforming an
organization’s leadership practice to unlock the ocean of the untapped
talent and energy of its people.

Unlocking a blue ocean in leadership
We never cease to be amazed by the talent and energy we see in the
organizations we study. Sadly, we are equally amazed by how much of this
is squandered by poor leadership. Blue ocean leadership can help you stop
that.
Blue ocean leadership is about providing a structured process for people to
discover for themselves how they need to change in action terms as leaders
to create a win all around. The Leadership Canvas allows the standards for
success to be measurable. It provides a simple one-page picture that
leaders at every level can quickly grasp, which shows their current or As-Is
Leadership Profile and what acts and activities they need to eliminate,
reduce, raise and create to deliver a leap in leadership effectiveness for high
performance.
By engaging people in building Leadership Profiles, the blue ocean
leadership process itself creates buy-in and plants strong seeds for
implementation of the To-Be Leadership Profiles. Besides, we found that the
Leadership Canvas itself also acts as a powerful reinforcing implementation
tool that can be put on every leader’s wall as a daily reminder of the
specific actions that are required of them and what they need to stop doing
as well as start doing.
While the practice of leadership will never be an exact science, the aim of
blue ocean leadership is to help move it from soft amorphous values and
traits to the acts and activities that managers can execute tomorrow and
not work on for years before seeing results. The Leadership Canvases give
people a language and visual roadmap to discuss the changes needed and
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how they need to improve to set leaders on the path to high performance
by unlocking new leadership space and with it the ocean of unrealised
talent and energy in their organizations.
Just imagine how much higher performing your organization would be if you
unlocked this blue ocean of new leadership space through action-based,
market connected, distributed deep, blue ocean leadership.

This article was originally published as a blog on INSEAD Knowledge.
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Did you find this useful?
Find out more about Blue Ocean Leadership
Become a subscriber
At Blue Ocean Strategy, we aim to challenge everything you
thought you knew about strategic success. We developed a
systematic approach to help you create uncontested market
space and make the competition irrelevant.
Get inspired and seek out your own blue ocean by subscribing
to our newsletter and joining our communities on social
media.

CLICK HERE TO SUBSCRIBE

